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Spin liquids are exotic phases of quantum matter challenging Landau’s
paradigm of symmetry-breaking phase transitions. Despite strong exchange
interactions, spins do not order or freeze down to zero temperature. While
well-established for 1D quantum antiferromagnets, in higher dimension where
quantum fluctuations are less acute, realizing and understanding such states rep-
resent major issues, both theoretical and experimental. In this respect the sim-
plest nearest-neighbor Heisenberg antiferromagnet Hamiltonian on the highly
frustrated kagome lattice has proven to be a fascinating and inspiring model.
The exact nature of its ground state remains elusive and the existence of a
spin-gap is the first key-issue to be addressed to discriminate between the var-
ious classes of proposed spin liquids. Here, through low-temperature Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) contrast experiments on high quality single crys-
tals, we single out the kagome susceptibility and the corresponding dynamics in
the kagome archetype, the mineral herbertsmithite, ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2. We firmly
conclude that this material does not harbor any spin-gap, which restores a con-
vergence with recent numerical results promoting a gapless Dirac spin liquid as
the ground state of the Heisenberg kagome antiferromagnet.
In the context of magnetism, Quantum Spin Liquids (QSL) appear exotic as they harbor
a quantum-entangled ground state with no symmetry breaking and unconventional exci-
tations, e.g. fractional ones such as spinons or Majorana fermions [1]. A large variety of
such QSL could be classified theoretically [2, 3]. In parallel, the pool of experimental candi-
dates built from a regular assembly of frustrated motifs and, more recently, bond-dependent
interactions in the Kitaev case has been steadily increasing over the past 20 years encom-
passing Mott-Hubbard organic materials and deep Mott insulators in various two and three
dimensional geometries [4–8]. Among them, the kagome lattice is a prominent 2D example
where frustrated triangles only share corners. This reduced lattice connectivity, the frus-
tration generated by nearest neighbor Heisenberg antiferromagnetic interactions, and the
quantum character of S = 1/2 spins indeed conspire to stabilize such a highly entangled
QSL state in herbertsmithite [9], ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2 (fig. 1). It emerged as the first kagome
based antiferromagnet featuring a perfect equilateral triangular geometry, dominant nearest
neighbor Heisenberg antiferromagnetic interactions, J ∼ 180− 190 K, and not showing any
ordering [11] but rather an unconventional excitations continuum [12]. It is recognized as
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the kagome spin liquid candidate approaching so far the best the ideal model of an Heisen-
berg AntiFerromagnetic Hamiltonian on the Kagome lattice (KHAF) [13], now available in
single crystal form. Its discovery triggered a burst of experimental activity, on one hand
with the materials search for Cu2+-based S = 1/2 variants obtained either from a change
of anions [14–16] or replacement of Zn2+ cations [17–20] and Li+ intercalation in view of
charge doping [21], and on the other hand with V4+-based S = 1/2 [22, 23] QSL candidates.
On the theory side which was also revived by the discovery of herbertsmithite, the issue of
the ground state of the KHAF, despite its apparently simple form, has been lacking for long a
definite conclusion. The main reason lies in the existence of a proliferation of states close-by
in energy which have led to theoretical proposals spanning from valence bond crystals [24]
- made of local spin dimers- to spin liquids, either gapped like the resonating valence bond
state, or not, like the Dirac U(1) spin liquid [25]. Each novel round in the debate has
resulted from challenging developments of the numerical techniques [26–33]. While Density
Matrix Renomalization Group (DMRG) first concluded that a gapped RVB state could
be stabilized [27, 28], variational Monte-Carlo (VMC) [29] methods, exact diagonalizations
(ED) for a 48 spins cluster [30], ”grand canonical analysis” [31] and further works using
DMRG suggested that this is in fact not the case, recently pointing to a gapless Dirac
state [32] which is also found using Tensor Network States (TNS) [33]. In this context, the
issue of the gap in the KHAF model which we address here experimentally, is a corner-stone
in the investigations of this model.
17O NMR, as a local technique, can resolve that issue and sets in as both a unique and very
sensitive probe of the copper-oxygen kagome planes in the model compound herbertsmithite.
Indeed, oxygens are on the exchange path connecting kagome spins (fig. 1b) and, as we show
here, are much less coupled to inter-plane Cu’s (ratio of the coupling constants less than 1:23)
which appear as the main defects in herbertsmithite. These defects mask the physics from
the kagome spins through dominant Schottky [34, 35] and Curie-like [36, 37] contributions in
low-T specific heat and susceptibility experiments, respectively. Initially used on powders,
17O NMR gave the first hint about the low-T kagome susceptibility from shift measurements
and spin dynamics from spin-lattice relaxation time T1 measurements and also revealed the
existence of defect sites [38]. Based on a more accurate study once single crystals became
available, Fu et al. argued in favor of a gapped state in herbertsmithite with a gap closing
under an applied field [39]. In this paper, we carry out a still more refined 17O NMR study
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on single crystal, relying both upon contrast experiments similar to those used in Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) and upon T1 spin-lattice relaxation time measurements. This
enables us to isolate the susceptibility of the kagome spins far from defects, and to study
their dynamics. Based on this, we come to the firm conclusion that the ground state in
herbertsmithite is gapless. Concomitantly, we single out a very specific signature induced
by the defects due to Cu/Zn substitution and show that a screening occurs around these
defects, which sets in as a landmark of the spin liquid state.
Our 17O NMR data were taken on an enriched crystal, grown following the same route
as described in [37] and used in [39], leading to high quality crystals (see SI. 1). An NMR
spectrum with 5 equidistant lines is in general expected for a given oxygen environment
and both contributions, far and near to defects can be resolved at high T , e.g. for a field
applied along c (SI. 2). The spectral resolution for such a field direction is progressively
lost at low-T , the focus of this study, due to spectral broadening. It is much improved by
combining a field applied along a∗ as established in [39] and contrast methods introduced
here for this purpose. One main quintet of lines (M) emerges which reveals the physics of
the kagome spins far from defects. By tracking the shift of that line, one can extract the
variation of the intrinsic kagome susceptibility and probe the dynamics through relaxation
time measurements.
In fig. 2a, spectra taken between 100 and 20 K are displayed. While the main line shifts
with lowering temperatures towards the zero-susceptibility reference as often observed for
correlated antiferromagnets, a progressive broadening is observed and, noteworthy, a new
series of less intense lines, ascribed to oxygens close to defects, emerges which becomes
much better resolved than the main line. Fig. 2b illustrates at 10 K the results of the two
contrast methods used here, which are crucial to extract the intrinsic shift far from defects,
i.e. associated with the kagome physics in isolation. The latter contribution has shorter
transverse (T2) and longitudinal nuclear relaxation times (T1) so that (i) by varying the time
between pulses in a spin echo experiment (T2 contrast), one can isolate the contribution
from O sites nearby a defect at long times (see also SI. 3); (ii) by using a saturation-
recovery sequence (T1 contrast), one can severely decrease the defect contribution and get
the unbiased defect-free 17O spectra revealing the intrinsic kagome susceptibility. Fig. 2b
shows clearly the difference between the defect free (M) and the impacted (M+D) spectra.
In fig. 2c, a series of defect-free spectra obtained with method (ii) are displayed for different
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temperatures below 10 K.
While the substantial broadening of the lines yields large error bars on the absolute
determination of the shift at each T , we discovered that scaling all the contrast spectra
taken around 6.7 T by their width and using a simple shift translation brings them into a
remarkable coincidence (fig. 3a). This by far improves the accuracy on our determination
of the relative variation of both the width and the shift (fig. 3b-c). Additionally, at a given
T , using the same width scaling procedure for various applied fields (fig. 3a) shows that the
shift does not depend on the field in the range 2.6 - 6.7 T (fig. 3b-c and SI. 3). Fig. 3c
clearly shows the difference of the 17O shifts for defect-free spectra as compared to raw
spectra. While the latter mixes the main and the defect contributions and thus artificially
displaces the maximum of the line towards zero shift, which can be mistakenly interpreted
as the evidence for a gap, our analysis singles out the pure kagome contribution which turns
out not to be gapped.
In more detail, the shift KM of the main line combines two contributions, one, Kspin,
proportional to the local spin susceptibility and the other one, the chemical shift, Kchem,
which is independent of temperature, KM = Kspin+Kchem. The linear T → 0 extrapolation of
KM either yields a small finite or zero value of the spin shift at T = 0, depending on the value
of Kchem, which is hard to estimate accurately in the case of herbertsmithite as discussed in
SI. 4. Using the hyperfine coupling constant and the values of Kchem determined in SI. 4,
we extract the kagome susceptibility which clearly does not show an activated behavior as
suggested earlier [39] but rather behaves linearly in T .
In order to assess the gapless character of the ground state even more firmly, we also
performed spin-lattice relaxation measurements which probe the imaginary part of the dy-
namic spin susceptibility χ”(ω) at very low frequencies, a stringent probe of the existence
of a gap. We took our data on a part of the raw spectra where defect lines marginally
contribute (fig. 2, SI. 6). We find a slightly sub-linear T 0.84(3) variation of 1/T1 as shown
in fig. 3d. This unambiguously rules out an activation law and definitively settles a gapless
ground state from the dynamical point of view.
Our results for the NMR shift, corresponding to the kagome susceptibility, can be very
satisfactorily reproduced by an extension to the gapless case of the microcanonical approach
developed in [40]. This relies on the series expansion of the entropy, once the T → 0
asymptotic variation of the specific heat C has been assumed. In the gapless case, C ∼ T α,
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one can then derive the susceptibility after fixing the parameters χ(T = 0) and α . Fixing
χ(T = 0) within the limits consistent with our data and assuming either a linear or a
quadratic in T specific heat, these series account reasonably well for the shift data in the
entire T range with J values between 180 and 190 K (see SI. 5). These values of J are
consistent with those derived from the high-temperature series expansion analysis of the
macroscopic susceptibility, where the uncertainty is linked with the amount of Cu defects
obtained in the fits (see SI. 4). The best low-T fit (fig. 3b) is obtained under the assumption
of a linear asymptotic behavior of the specific heat.
Turning now to the various numerical methods, VMC, DMRG and TNS developed to
approach the ground state of the KHAF, all seem to converge towards a Dirac spin liquid
ground state. In this case, one expects in zero-field [25] (i) a T -linear variation of the suscep-
tibility; (ii) a 1/T1 variation algebraic in T , with an exponent which could be consistent with
our data; and (iii) a specific heat which would vary like T 2 although, as already explained,
the latter is hard to measure due to the quasi-free Cu on the Zn site. In our experiments,
we reach at low T a regime µBB > kBT where spinon pockets develop at the Fermi level
at the expense of the Dirac nodes [25]. A low-T crossover is then expected, with a finite
χ(T → 0) susceptibility proportional to the field and a linear rather than a quadratic in T
specific heat when µBB ≫ kBT . By developing calculations in line with this Dirac scenario,
we can fit well our data below 15 K with only one adjustable parameter, the Fermi velocity
which is defined as the ratio of energy and momentum for low-energy excitations, predicted
to be vF ∼= 4.8× 10
3 m/s [25]. The value of vF that we find from a fit up to the limit where
a cone picture might apply, T < 15 K [25], is about a factor 1.2 larger, only. This is a
reasonable agreement, given the assumptions made to derive that theoretical value [25]. Our
simulation then explains quite well the T → 0 extrapolation of the susceptibility to finite
values consistent with our data, within error bars, for B varying between 2.6 and 6.7 T and
T ≥ 1.3 K. Also, we note that the better fit with series obtained assuming a linear rather
than quadratic in T specific heat in the T → 0 limit- which implies µBB > kBT - is in-line
with this scenario. Although our data therefore hint at the existence of a Dirac spin liquid
in herbertsmithite, further theoretical considerations are needed since these models might
be unstable under a magnetic field or DM anisotropy, e.g. as seems to apply to the U(1)
Dirac model developed in [25].
Alternatively, in a scenario where the susceptibility at T = 0 is finite, whatever the field,
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a Fermi sea of spinons could be invoked in the spirit of the models which have been proposed
for the QSL state found in two organic triangular antiferromagnets [8]. There, while the
T → 0 macroscopic susceptibility remains finite, T−11 changes smoothly from a moderate
power law in T or T 1/2 to 1/T 1.5−2 at very low temperatures (T/J < 10−3). We note
however that the T = 0 susceptibility for these compounds is rather large when compared to
the maximum susceptibility. This is much different from what we observe in herbertsmithite
where χ(T = 0) obtained from a linear extrapolation hardly represents 7% of the maximum
of the susceptibility found for T ∼ J/3.
A random singlet state induced by defect-generated disorder has also been proposed as
a possibility to explain the gapless character of the herbertsmithite ground state [41]. This
requires a minimal distribution of exchange interactions, ∆J/J ∼ 0.4. Since disorder will
affect concomitantly the overlap of copper and oxygen orbitals responsible for both the
hyperfine coupling, A, and for the exchange interaction, J , one can deduce an upper bound
of 3.2 % for ∆J/J by considering the high-T linewidth to shift ratio of 3.6% and attributing
its origin equally to a distribution of J and A only. This is one order of magnitude smaller
than required, so this scenario can be safely discarded. ∆J/J is also much too small to
induce a finite density of states at zero energy which could have been invoked to explain a
finite susceptibility at T = 0 and a gapless T1 [42].
Although our results for herbertsmithite comply with the recent convergence of models
toward a Dirac spin liquid, we note, for completeness, that (i) very recent results from series
expansion [31] and exact diagonalizations [43] point to a maximum of the susceptibility at
T (χmax) of the order of 0.1−0.15 J , significantly lower than our value ∼ 0.3 J . If confirmed,
these results would signal that herbertsmithite is possibly not as close to the ideal case as one
could believe and, as a counterpart, the behavior of the susceptibility is dramatically sensitive
to other details in the Hamiltonian. In that case one could expect the ground state to be
markedly influenced by varying defect rates or by applying pressure which could vary the
scheme of interactions. This draws perspectives for future investigations of herbertsmithite;
(ii) recent TNS calculations including Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) anisotropy point to a
transition to an ordered ground state for D/J > 0.02 [44] smaller than the estimated range
0.044 < D/J < 0.08 given by the analysis of ESR data, in a framework where the ESR
linewidth was solely attributed to DM anisotropy [45, 46]. This calls for a more refined
analysis, using a combination of exchange and DM anisotropies as was done in vesignieite [47]
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and briefly discussed in SI. 4; (iii) Our finding of a quasi T-linear 1/T1 dependence calls for
further theoretical efforts to compute this quantity as it may help to discriminate between
the various gapless models proposed so far.
In the vein of defects physics in herbertsmithite, some precious piece of information can
be retrieved from our spectral study. Indeed, as pointed above, the effect of defects on NMR
spectra can be singled out either through contrast experiments revealing specific resolved
spectra (D) for their neighbouring oxygens or through the increase of the linewidth of the
(M) line at low-T , revealing an inhomogeneous susceptibility for further sites. Such signa-
tures share a commonality with low-dimensional S = 1/2 antiferromagnetically correlated
materials such as spin chains or High-Tc cuprates [48, 49] where a staggered response devel-
ops around a spin defect, e.g. spinless or S = 1. However for the latter, a similar broadening
occurs for sites close to and far from defects. By contrast, here in herbertsmithite, no broad-
ening affects the (D) spectra, a striking result in-line with the ESR signature of decoupled
defects [50].
Pushing further the analysis, we note that at least 6 lines from the (D) spectra are resolved
(fig. 4a), that is more than the 5 lines expected for a single defect site, revealing two types
of oxygen sites close to defects whose shift variations with temperature differ considerably,
as shown in fig. 4c. One site (D1) displays a large negative shift which saturates at low-T
under the applied fields of a few Teslas (fig. 4c-d), pointing to a negative hyperfine coupling
to an inter-layer Cu moment. The well-defined narrow lines point to an insensitivity to
further defects at variance with the main line. This is an intriguing finding since on the
other hand the similar types of T -variations and low-T saturations for both the width of
the main line and the shift of the D1 line suggest a common origin, namely the interlayer
Cu’s (fig. 4 and SI. 7). The other site (D2), on the contrary displays no shift and therefore
reveals surrounding Cu’s harboring a zero susceptibility at low-T .
The possible Cu environments of an oxygen site are sketched in fig. 4b : (I) straightfor-
wardly corresponds to ”ideal” oxygen sites far from defects corresponding to the (M) line;
(II) corresponds to sites which could be at the origin of both the (M) linewidth and the (D1)
line despite the absence of broadening. Why such a weakly coupled out-of-plane Cu located
on a Zn site yields a staggered response is certainly associated with a Jahn-Teller driven
distortion leading to a displacement of the six adjacent oxygens. The reshaped triangle then
plays the role of an in-plane magnetic defect which could generate the staggered magnetic
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response. The environment (III) has remained more controversial as it features a Zn sub-
stituting an in-plane Cu which was advocated against in [51] at the limit of consistency
between the characterization techniques. However, the arguments developed at length in
SI. 8 based on the high-T shifts analysis clearly support the existence of configuration (III).
Moreover, it provides a natural explanation for the (D2) line through a release of frustration
on the two Cu’s adjacent of such a configuration (III) which are then prone to dimerize into
a singlet state and generate a staggered response as shown in [52].
In conclusion, in herbertsmithite, quoted as archetypal in the landscape of spin liquids
as it maintains its spin liquid state down to T → 0 with a model Hamiltonian dominated by
n.n. interactions, we firmly settle major evidences of a gapless ground state through the T -
dependence of the shift and of the relaxation rate. Our results pave two new research avenues
to help improving our understanding of the KHAF. (i) The resolution of defect sites clearly
offers a handle to probe the physics through a new prism [53]. This ”perturb to reveal”
method appears as a unique tool to investigate the spin liquid nature of herbertsmithite and
of other candidates. While this offers novel issues to be addressed by theoretical models, on
the materials side, one is now facing the challenge of better controlling the concentration
of defects in herbertsmithite or its variants. (ii) Other issues have to be addressed in order
to refine the comparison of the ultimate T → 0 measurements with theories which have
to include calculations of T1 and deviations to the Hamiltonian such as the small exchange
anisotropy and the DM anisotropy which is unavoidable in as low-symmetry structures as
the kagome network.
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Fig. 1: Herbertsmithite structure
(a) Side view of Herbertsmithite, ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2. It consists of geometrically perfect
kagome layers where Cu2+ ions interact through an antiferromagnetic superexchange in-
teraction, J ∼ 180 K, mediated by bridging O2− ions. Cu’s are represented in blue, Zn’s in
yellow, Cl’s in green and oxygens in red. Ideally, the interstitial layer should be filled with
diamagnetic Zn2+ ions, resulting then in quasi- decoupled kagome layers.
(b) Top view of the Cu kagome layer emphasizing the ideal position of oxygens to probe the
physics of the kagome S=1/2 Cu2+ layers through Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). In
our NMR experiments, the field is applied along the reciprocal-axis a∗. Though all the O
occupy the same crystallographic site, in the latter configuration the quadrupolar hamilto-
nian, which is sensitive to the field versus crystal axis orientations, is different for oxygen
sites 1 and 2. This yields distinct NMR spectra as clearly shown in fig.2(a) for T ∼ 60 K.
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Fig. 2: Low-T NMR spectra measured for B ‖ a∗
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a) Bottom to top: evolution of the swept field spectra taken in an intermediate T -range.
For B ‖ a∗, the spectrum resumes in a single line for O(1) site (fig. 1b) which dominates
over other contributions, in particular the O(2) one which remains splitted. The shift of
that main line can then easily be tracked (arrows) and goes through a maximum around 60
K ∼ J/3 which cannot be observed in macroscopic susceptibility (see SI. 1). The spectra
constantly broaden whereas a second set of well-resolved lines associated with defects surges
at low temperatures which can be isolated using contrast experiments (purple line on the
20 K spectrum).
b) 10 K spectra as an example of the low-T , T2 contrast procedure to reveal the defect
contribution (grey). The contribution of the defect in the overall spectrum (green) can be
nearly cancelled in the main spectrum (red) by saturation of the defect contribution (T1
contrast described in the text). More examples at lower T are given in SI. 3. The typical
intensity contribution of the defect spectrum measured at the maximum is estimated to be
of the order of 20%. The arrows point to the maxima of the spectra from which the shifts
are calculated. The (*)- black arrow points to the field at which the T1 measurement was
performed, away from the defect contribution.
c) Low-T spectra obtained using the saturation procedure. The arrows monitor the shift
which reveals the susceptibility of the kagome planes. T1 measurements have been taken
at the position of the (*) symbol in panels (b) and (c), that is far away from the defect
spectrum.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 3: Gapless ground state from shift and T1 measurements
(a) Low-temperature spectra obtained by sweeping the field B at a constant frequency ν,
corresponding to the reference field (Bref =
2piν
17γ
) with 17γ = 2pi× 5.7718 MHz/T. The shift
of the main line, KM, is obtained from the peak position in the spectrum at a field Bpeak,
(
Bref
Bpeak
= 1 +KM). Left panel: The spectra are rescaled by a factor w proportional to their
width and shifted horizontally to bring them into a perfect coincidence for an applied field
∼ 6.7 T and for temperatures ranging from 1.7 to 10 K. This enables an unprecedented
accuracy on the determination of the relative variation of the NMR shift with temperature.
The rectangle figures the typical error bar in the determination of the shift. Right panel:
the same processing of data is performed at T = 5 K, for various irradiation frequencies,
corresponding to fields ranging from 2.5 to 6.7 T. The shifts, measured through the distance
to the reference fields (vertical bar), differ by only 0.03% from the average value 0.52%. This
is within the ∼ 0.05% absolute error bar on each shift determined separately. We can safely
conclude that the shift, therefore the susceptibility is field-independent.
(b) Semi-log plot of the shifts taken for various reference fields and temperatures (log-
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scale). The small discrepancy with the data from ref. [39] at high-T is likely due to a
slightly different orientation of the crystal. The large difference at low-T originates from
the refinement of our experimental method. The dashed lines are from series obtained
using the microcanonical approach described in the text with an origin for the spin shift at
Kchem = 0.046%. The orange line is sketched assuming a T → 0 linear specific heat and a
finite χ(T = 0) = 2.4 10−4 emu/mol. f.u. obtained in the Dirac model under a 6.7 T field
for vF = 5.9× 10
3 m/s.
(c) Same plot as (b) in a linear T -scale, with a zoom on low-T . The ultimate behavior of the
kagome susceptibility is quasi-linear implying no gap; Our shift data can be either analyzed
in the Dirac spin liquid framework (grey pattern with borders corresponding to 2.6 and 6.7
T) or the shift can be extrapolated linearly (black line) to a value either corresponding to or
being larger than the chemical shift. In the latter scenario, at T = 0 one would respectively
deduce χkagome = 0 or χkagome finite, less than 7% of the maximum susceptibility for T ∼ J/3
.
(d) The spin-lattice relaxation rate of the main line is quasi-linear in T (no gap). The blue
line figures the best power law fit while the red one is for a T -linear variation. The dashed
line displays the best gap scenario consistent with our data, 1/T1 ∼ T exp(−∆/T ) with a
maximum ∆ ∼ 5 10−4 J = 90 mK.
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(c)
(d)(b)
(a)
Fig. 4: Defect lines and local configurations
(a) Low-T T2 contrast spectra enhancing the contribution of the defect over the main
spectra. The comparison of such spectra obtained for different fields ranging from 2.6 to
6.7 T (two of them are shown here) enable to isolate two contributions from oxygen sites
with a different defect environment. The vertical lines mark the 5 peaks of the negatively
shifted (black, D1) and the nearly unshifted (red, D2) defect spectra.
(b) Structures around oxygens. Cu’s are represented in blue, Zn’s in yellow, Cl’s in green
and oxygens in red. (I) No n.n defect; (II) Cu2+ replacing interlayer Zn2+. Due to the
Jahn-Teller character of the Cu2+ ion, a local deformation is expected which might slightly
impact the scheme of exchange interactions between Cu’s in the kagome plane. The oxygen
nucleus is still dominantly coupled to the Cu’s of the kagome planes and weakly coupled
to the Cu substituted on the Zn site. (III) Zn substitutes a kagome Cu, inducing then a
magnetic vacancy in the kagome plane; the adjacent oxygens are coupled to only one Cu.
(c) T -plot of the shift for the two defects contributions D1 and D2 detected in our low-T
NMR experiments (see SI. 3); D1 clearly mimics the low-T macroscopic susceptibility which
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is dominated by the quasi-free contribution of Cu’s substituted on the Zn site (II). D2 has
a negligible shift.
(d) Inverse T -plot of the most shifted (D1) defect spectrum. The line is a fit to a Brillouin
law with a small Weiss temperature issued from shared fits of the width at different fields
θ = 1(1) K (SI. 7).
Methods
The single crystals were grown using the same method as in [37]. In more details, 1.008 g
of 4N ZnCl2 (dried, when necessary, at 150
◦C for 48 h) and 118 mg of 4N5 CuO (grinded)
powders were first weighed inside a dry glovebox (1 ppm H2O). While the latter was poured
at the bottom of a cleansed quartz ampoule, the former was dissolved in exactly 2.3 mL of
30% 17O-enriched water solution.The ZnCl2-rich and
17O-enriched solution was then poured
in the ampoule already containing the CuO powder. The quartz ampoule was then sealed
under a low static vacuum (0.7 atm), and slowly heated in an oven at 120◦C (24 h), and finally
at 180◦C (48 h). The pale emerald green precipitate that forms at this stage, with no trace
of unreacted black CuO, is the expected herbertsmithite phase, however poorly crystallized,
as shown by routine x-ray powder diffraction. The crystal growth was then undertaken
in a transparent 3 independent zones furnace, programmed in such a way that the growth
temperature at the bottom of the temperature sink between the first two heating zones is
180◦C. 6 months of growth were necessary to achieve the crystal investigated in this work.
The Cl, Cu and Zn amounts in the formed crystals was determined by EPMA/WDS coupled
with EDS analysis. It was necessary to optimize counting times, to prepare fresh standards
and to work on powders (by grinding single crystals) to obtain reliable and reproducible
data by EPMA/WDS and EDS. While the Cl/Cu ratio always remains 3/2, the Cu/Zn one
was found to be 3.3, which leads to an average x value of 0.93 (with x = 4/[1+Cu/Zn]).
x-ray diffraction performed on powders sieved down to 63 microns was analyzed by means
of Le Bail refinements. No other phase than the rhombohedral one (space group R-3m) was
found and the room temperature lattice parameters extracted from the refinement procedure
were a = 6.83791 A˚ and c = 14.0836 A˚ (a = 6.83109 A˚ and c = 14.04545 A˚ at 100 K). The
crystals were also found to be highly faceted and the orientation of the facets was determined
by single crystals XRD using a Laue camera in backscattering geometry. Only (-10-1) or
(101) facets were found, which confirms the observations of [1], and can be explained by the
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fact that it corresponds to the highest lattice spacing obtained in this structure (5.455 A˚).
The mass of the crystal used in our NMR experiments was ∼ 6 mg.
The macroscopic magnetic properties were characterized using both MPMS Quantum
Design SQUID magnetization measurements under fields ranging from 0.01 to 1 T, between
1.8 and 300 K and torque measurements under a 0.2 T field from 1.8 to 300 K.
Our NMR spectra at high-T were obtained by varying the frequency through all the
transitions, then recombining the various Fourier transforms. Below 100 K, our spectra
were obtained using field sweeps at a given frequency for typical frequencies 39.054; 25.013;
15.338 MHz used in most cases, corresponding to reference fields of 6.766; 4.334; 2.657 T.
The delay τ used in the ”pi/2 − τ − pi” spin-echo sequence was typically 14 µs for the
spectra obtained at short times, mixing the defect and the intrinsic contribution. Delays
τ of 150 up to 600 µs were used, depending on temperature, in order to isolate the defect
contribution which has a longer transverse relaxation time, T2 (T2 contrast method). In
order to single out the kagome contribution, we used a pi/2 pulse applied 100 µs before the
spin echo sequence to saturate the defect contribution which has a longer T1 relaxation time
(T1 contrast method).
T1 measurements were performed using a standard saturation recovery sequence at the
main field under study ∼ 6.6 T. We took our data on a part of the raw spectra where defect
lines marginally contribute (fig. 2).
The chemical shift and the hyperfine constant used to derive Eq. (1) were obtained from
a linear fit of the shift versus kagome susceptibility plot. In order to avoid the defect
contribution still present at high-T at a level ∼ 10%, the intrinsic kagome susceptibility
was calculated through series expansion and Pade approximants which prove to give reliable
values for data between 200 K and 300 K. Prior to this, we indeed checked that a correct fit
of the measured macroscopic susceptibility for both directions reported in [37] was obtained
by adding the ∼ 1/T contribution of defects to that calculated kagome susceptibility. The
Lande´ g-factors for both the defect and the kagome contributions in the two directions of
the applied field used in that calculations were obtained from ESR data published in [50].
Data availability
The dataset in our manuscript are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable
request.
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